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BGCB-1212 (S)  BGCB-1212 worn
cross-body

Restaurant Catering Delivery

WINGO BAG™ PREMIUM CATERING BAGS

The delivery solution engineered for savings and 
functionality.

	♦High-performance insulation retains temperature
	♦Waterproof liner prevents leaking and is easy to clean
	♦ Integrated reinforced bottom for stability
	♦Built-in rubber feet reduce wear and tear over time
	♦Moisture-resistant exterior prevents bacteria, mold, odors
	♦Clear pockets positioned for storing slips, menus, or to add 
custom branding
	♦Anchor strap to secure bag - ideal for bike and scooter 
delivery (cord not included)
	♦Reflector strip for safety
	♦Removable 12 compartment divider to keep beverages, 
soups and other liquids upright and organized            
(divider comes with BGCB-1709 only)

WINGO BAG™ PREMIUM BACKPACK

Delivery on the GO with ease and comfort.

	♦High-performance insulation retains temperature
	♦Adjustable contoured straps and padded back, ideal for 
bike and scooter delivery
	♦Waterproof liner prevents leaking and is easy to clean
	♦ Integrated reinforcements for lightweight bag stability
	♦Dual close zipper and buckle to keep contents secure
	♦Clear pocket with zipper closure for storing slips, menus, or 
to add custom branding
	♦Built-in rubber feet reduce wear and tear over time
	♦Moisture-resistant exterior prevents bacteria, mold, odors
	♦Reflector strip for safety
	♦Holds up to (8) medium-size containers

DELIVERY BAGSDELIVERY BAGS

BGDB-1616

BGCB-1709 (M) BGCB-2314 (L) BGCB-2212 (XL)

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
BGCB-1212 12"W x 12"D x 12"H (S) Each 1/6

BGCB-1709 17"W x 13"D x 9"H (M),
Beverage Divider

Each 1/6

BGCB-2314 23"W x 15"D x 14"H (L) Each 1/4

BGCB-2212 22"W x 22"D x 12"H (XL) Each 1/4

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
BGDB-1616 16"W x 13"D x 16"H Each 1/4
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DELIVERY BAGSDELIVERY BAGS

Restaurant Catering Delivery

PIZZA & MORE DELIVERY BAGS

From kitchen to table, our insulated delivery bags 
maintain temperature over standard delivery range.

	♦Outer shell / liner: polyester, Filling: EPE
	♦ Insulated liner retains heat for 2 hours @ 167°F / for 4 hours 
@ 131° / for 6 hours @ 95°F

BGDV-12BGDV-22

BGPZ-SERIES

BGPZ-2109 (L)

BGPZ-1909 (M)

BGPZ-1909

WINGO BAG™ PREMIUM PIZZA BAGS

Constructed from sturdy 3-layer fabric, maintains 
food temperature for longer without condensation 
buildup.

	♦Breathable liner reduces condensation
	♦ Insulated flaps help retain temperature
	♦Dual closure velcro and buckle to keep contents secure
	♦Multiple straps for secure hold and stability
	♦Hanging loop for storage/drying
	♦Clear pockets positioned for storing slips, menus, or to add 
custom branding
	♦Reflector strip for safety
	♦Pizza box capacities: (M) holds (4) 16” / (L) holds (3) 18”

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
BGPZ-1909 19"W x 19"D x 9"H (M) Each 1/6

BGPZ-2109 21-1/2"W x 21-/12"D x 9"H (L) Each 1/6

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
BGDV-12 12" x 12" x 12" Each 6

BGDV-22 22" x 22" x 12" Each 6

BGPZ-18 18" x 18" x 5" Pizza Bag Each 6

BGPZ-20 20" x 20" x 5" Pizza Bag Each 6

BGPZ-24 24" x 24" x 5" Pizza Bag Each 6




